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Abstract
This project is aimed at making comparison between current existing Internet-
of-Things (IoT) platforms, SensibleThings (ST) and Global Sensors Networks
(GSN).  Project  can  be  served as  a  further  work  of  platforms’ investigation.
Comparing and learning from each other aim to contribute to the improvement
of  future  platforms  development.  Detailed  comparison  is  mainly  with  the
respect  of  platform  feature,  communication  and  data  present-frequency
performance under stress, and platform node scalability performance on one
limited  device.  Study is  conducted  through developing applications  on each
platform,  and  making  measuring  performance  under  the  same  condition  in
household network environment. So far, all these respects have had results and
been concluded. Qualitatively comparing, GSN performs better in the facets of
node’s swift development and deployment, data management, node subscription
and  connection  retry  mechanism.  Whereas,  ST  is  superior  in  respects  of
network  package encryption,  platform reliability,  session  initializing  latency,
and degree of developing freedom. In quantitative comparison, nodes on GSN
has  better  data  push  pressure  resistence  while  ST nodes  works  with  lower
session latency. In terms of data present-frequency, ST node can reach higher
updating frequency than GSN node. In the aspect of node sclability on one
limited device, ST nodes take the advantage in averagely lower latency than
GSN node when nodes number is less than 15 on limited device. But due to
sharing  mechanism of  GSN,  on  one  limited  device,  it's  nodes  shows  more
scalable if platform nodes have similar job.  

Keywords: IoT,  GSN,  SensibleThings,  Fully  distributed  system,  Partially
decentralized system
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Terminology

Acronyms/Abbreviations

API Application program interface 
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GSN Global Sensor Networks

IoT Internet of things

LAN Local Area Network
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1 Introduction
This project is  under bachelor degree’s thesis work with the aim of making
comparison between current existing IoT platforms. As we know, the current
existing platforms usually have their own unique strengths and shortages. This
project  can  be  served  as  a  further  work  of  IoT’s  platforms  investigation.
Comparing and learning from each other aim to contribute to the improvement
of future IoT platforms development.

1.1 Background and problem motivation

Nowadays,  with  the  widespread  of  the  Internet  of  Things,  the  intelligent
environment, smart city, smart industry, smart home and wearable things are
being and will be our daily hot topics. Applying the IoT technology, things such
as remotely controlling our household electrical devices, community healthcare
system 24 hours remotely monitoring olds health are not longer just a mirage.
We  have  been  gradually  and  unconsciously  accessing  to  the  interconnected
world and enjoying the profit and convenience which IoT brings to us. Experts
estimate that the IoT will consist of almost 50 billion objects by 2020. [1] That is
to say, the usage of IoT is doom to expand rapidly. Moreover, the popularization
of IoT is doom to extend to wider field. 

However  with  more  and  more  sectors  joining  the  system  of  IoT,  sector’s
specific development standard and diversity technologies will be an obstacle for
multi-sectors  collaboration  and  also  will  be  a  bottleneck  for  widespread
deployment.  IoT  platform’s  occurrence  is  aimed  at  providing  common
development standard across all joined sectors, which is proved to be able to
enable  multiple  sectors  better  development,  deployment  and  interworking.
Many excellent platforms have been developed such as OM2M, GSN, Azure,
ThingsWorx,  SensibleThings etc.  As for  these  platform, performance testing
and predicting performance of applications would play a very important role in
taking them to the next level of wide acceptance. [2]

1.2 Overall aim 

In this project the objective is to study the platforms and make comparison with
the respect of platform function features, user experience, the performance of
network  communication  understress  and  nodes  scalability  on  one  limited
device. In particular, the scenario to be evaluated will include a limited device
with a sensor that pushes updates more than 10 times per second. In detail the
evaluation  determines  how  the  platforms  perform  under  stress  and  how  it
affects  the  scalability,  response  times,  and  overall  quality  of  experience.
Therefore,  the  problems  I  will  solve  in  this  thesis  are  finding  platforms'
strengths and shortages, finding a way to updata data over 10 times per second
and measure the performance of scalability, communication performance.
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1.3 Concrete and verifiable goals 

According to the overall aim, the concreted goals are: 

1.   Exploring each platform’s feature and make a theoretical comparison. 

2.  Quantitatively  comparing  platforms  by  measuring  the  communication
performance by running platform both on a laptop and a limited device and
measuring the latency under stress (over 10 times update /sec) on these two
platforms.

3. Quantitatively comparing platforms by measuring the receiving end's data
present-frequency under updating stress (over 10 times update /sec) on these
two platforms.

4. Quantitatively comparing platforms by mount multiple virtual nodes running
on  each  platform  on  one  limited  device,  measuring  the  performance  for
platform's nodes scalability comparison. 

1.4 Scope

The  research  mainly  focuses  on  the  comparison  of  the  application  layer’s
capabilities  including  qualitative  and  quntiative  comparison  on  GSN  and
SensibleThings (ST) platform. Limited devices mentioned above in this project
is  Raspberry Pi.  Comparison aspects consist of the application layers’ feaure,
the performance of network communication, data present-frequency and node
scalability  on  one  limited  device.  Fuctional  feature,  Feature  comparison  is
qualitative  with  theory  support  and  user  experience,  whitout  quantiataive
measurement. Communicating performance only inlude the performance under
stress  (updating  rate  over  10  times/sec),  hence,  the  ordinary  situation
measurement  is  not  included.  Platform  nodes  scalability  performance
investigation only focus on the platform node salability  with the respect of
node  quantity  on  one  limited  device  at  sepecified  rate  of  10  times/sec.
Therefore, the overall whole platform scalability  is not included in this thesis.

1.5 Outline

The main theoretical knowledge about IoT and platforms of SensibleThings and
GSN will be elaborated in the chapter 2. In the chapter 3, the methodology for
conducting measurement and comparison will be talked about. I mainly talks
about the implementation of scenarios and the communication model in chapter
4. Result and conclusion will be shown in chapter 5 and 6 respectively. 
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2 Theory 
The  main  contents  of  this  chapter  are  knowledge  about  IoT and  specific
information about platforms of SensibleThings and GSN. Knowledge about IoT
has been introduced in section 2.1, and in section 2.2 & 2.3 the feature and
working mechanism of GSN and ST platforms will be elaborated. 

2.1 The internet of things (IoT)

The Internet  of  Things  (IoT) has  been  defined  in  Recommendation  ITU-T
Y.2060 (06/2012) as a global infrastructure for the information society, enabling
advanced services  by interconnecting  (physical  and virtual)  things  based  on
existing  and  evolving  interoperable  information  and  communication
technologies.[3]  With  the  technology of  IoT,  things  with  connectivity  can  be
controlled  remotely.  Interconnected  objects  have  data  regularly  collected,
analysed  and  used  to  initiate  action,  providing  a  wealth  of  intelligence  for
planning,  management and decision making.[4]  People are able  to  realize the
data acquisition and actuation on the remote devices. Health monitors at home
reduce the frequency of doctor visit, safe driving monitors help prevent traffic
accident on the way home, environmental monitors forecast real-time weather
information for our daily activities, etc. IoT’s application has been permeating
through our life and facilitating us a lot. With the widespread of usage of the
internet of things, technology development requirement become higher as well.
With a aim of interconnected things, IoT is supposed to bring multiple disparate
fields  together.[5]  The  capability  of  interworking  to  each  other  will  be  a
requirement even a challenge. If connected cars want to work with healthcare
system. The developer for connected car should know some tech-interfaces of
health  care  system.  Hence,  horizontal  IoT  platforms  for  developing  and
deploying difference field’s connected things are expected. To enable a global
IoT, it requires the IoT product to equip such four characteristics[6] :

• Globally  scalable  –  Capable  for  handling  billions  of  transiently
connected devices simultaneously

• Universally applicable – Able to seamlessly handle different end user
devices, scenarios, and the network infrastructures. 

• Low latency – Capable of communicating between end point with low
latencies, without any relaying of information.

• Resource  efficiency  –  able  to  run on devices  with  limited  resources,
raging from mobile phones to single board computers and sensor motes.
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2.2 IoT Platform categories 

IoT  platforms  (more  specifically  IoT  application  platforms)  provide  a
comprehensive set of generic, i.e. application independent functionalities which
can be used to build IoT applications.[7]  The contemporary IoT platform can be
basically classified into three classes,  centralized,  partially decentralized and
fully distributed. Each class has its own strength and shortage. 

2.2.1 Centralized IoT platform 

The traditional centralized platform is based on a star-style topology (see Figure
2.1), where server undertakes information storage, sub-nodes communication
and management.  While,  contemporary systems using  this  kind  of  topology
whose server is usually substituted by the concept of cloud. This system is easy
to maintain, resource discovery efficiency is relatively high and complex query
can be conducted on them.[8] However it is hard for them to scale large number
of sub-nodes. With the increase of the scale, the workload and cost for server
maintaining and updating will goes up sharply. Moreover, if the central server
fails, the entire system will be paralyzed, all nodes cannot query the desired
resource.[9] Hence,  the  reliability  and  security  in  centralized  structure  is
relatively low. 

           Figure 2.1. Centralized Topology

2.2.2 Partially decentralized IoT platform

Partially decentralized platform in some article is also called semi-distributed or
hybrid structure. The topology can be illustrated as above Figure 2.2. It can be
regarded  as  the  combination  of  centralized  and  fully  distributed  structure.
According to the  Jiewen Luo’s[8]  view, super nodes (also called hubs) in the
system undertakes the work of subsets’ information storage, moreover finding
algorithm is only conducted between super nodes. Then external request query
information is managed and transferred from super node to the internal sub-
nodes. Platform based on this topology can be understood as that the nodes’
internal communication is based on centralized structure whereas the external
communication  is  in  the  peer-to-peer  manner.  Super  nodes  on  IoT platform
usually  play  the  role  of  servers  which  is  responsible  for  sub  sensors’
communication  initialization,  information  storage,  and  sensor  management.
Platforms in this kind of structure facilitate users to manage and extend sensors.
Latency of session initialization is less than centralized system but more than
fully distributed one.  Additionally,  the shortage is  similar as the centralized,
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super  node  failure  might  paralyze  partial  sensor  network.  Partial  sensor
quantities scale might lead to partial server overload. 

      Figure 2.2 Partially decentralized topology[8]

2.2.3 Fully distributed platform 

Fully distributed system operates in Peer-to-Peer manner, where they both store
and administrate the information locally on each entity.(see Figure 2.3) These
systems  usually  utilize  distributed  has  tables  (DHT)  to  enable  logarithmic
scaling when the number of entities increase in magnitude.[10]  Compared with
the above two kinds of structure,  it  avoid the shortage of single point value
which generally occurred in centralized and partially decentralized system. The
time cost of session initialization is minimal among these three categories. But
platform based on this system also has some shortages[6]: 

1. Maintenance cost  might  increase if  node frequently join in  and leave from
DHT based system, which might bring about the churn of network.

2. Fully distributed system puts a larger responsibility on the end devices. These
devices can be limited in capability such as bandwidth and processing power,
which might induce the issues when sharing context information in large scale.

          Figure 2.3 fully distributed topology  

2.3 Sensible Things (ST) Platform

SensibleThings (ST) is an open source IoT platform developed under academic
research by Mid Sweden University. It is a fork of the previous MediaSense
open  source  platform  but  has  been  severly  improved  since  then.[10]  In  the
following subsection, content about the feature and working mechanism will be
described.
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2.3.1 Feature of ST

ST is  a typical fully distributed IoT platform, each node needs to equip the
whole components of the platform on itself, having maximal responsibility and
right to control itself. According to the relevant publication of SensibleThings,
the components of ST platform can be classified into these layers:[10]

• Interface layer, applications interact with the SensibleThings platform
using the public interface. 

• Add-in  layer,  enables  developers  to  add  optional  functionality  and
optimization algorithms to the platform. 

• Dissemination layer, enables dissemination of information between all
entities that participate in the system and are connected to the platform.

• Networking layer, enables connection of different entities over current
IP based infrastructure. 

• Sensor and actuator layer which enables different sensors and actuators
to connect into the platform. 

To implement  it  to  be  globally  scalable,  platform equips  adistributed  DHT
based architecture, communication, P2P communication that sends data in the
first  packet,  NAT  penetration  techniques  for  seamless  networking,  and
lightweight implementation to run on limited devices.[11] 

2.3.2 Working mechanism 

On ST platform, working major working procedure can be classified into three
phase working in  sequence  order,  which  will  be  described in  section  2.3.1.
During each phase, ST platform provides primitive API for implementation of
the functionality.  These APIs  can also be  customized by users  according to
different  usage.  So  in  section  2.3.2.1  the  description  will  be  around  how
platform works with given API. 

2.3.2.1 Three phase of working procedure 

The following Figure 2.4 illustrates the procedure comprised of three phases
from node joining to session establishment. They are join & register, Universal
Context Identity (UCI) resolving, and bidirectional session. 
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Figure 2.4 Three phase of working procedure

When node request joining into this DHT based system, node is supposed to
either inform anyone in the ring or inform bootstrap which is stable in the DHT
facilitating the phase of joining. Then register its identity with UCI which is
always represented using e-mail address. After registration, the whole members
in the DHT based system will know about the new node’s IP-UCI pair through
dissemination layer. Each node in system requesting for setting up session with
other registered nodes will first resolve target node UCI through lookup service.
Then it will obtain the real node’s IP address for peer-to-peer communication
establishment. As for the session the detail of the session, will be described in
the following section. 

2.3.2.2 Platform working procedure using API

On  SensibleThings  platform,  node  is  developed  in  Java  language.  All  the
underlayer  components  of  this  platform  have  been  packaged  together.  The
general development is on application layer, applying the given API or using
the customized API for constructing node. 

Joining API
Node joining to the system, in the code view, can be regarded as the process of
initializing of the constructor in Main(). As the following Figure 2.5 [12]  shows.
SensibleThingsListener  interface  provides  four  kinds  of  APIs  for  resolving
process and session:

void getResponse(String uci, String value, SensibleThingsNode fromNode);

void resolveResponse(String uci, SensibleThingsNode node);

void getEvent(SensibleThingsNode source, String uci);

void setEvent(SensibleThingsNode source, String uci, String value); 

When  constructor  initialized,  the  SensibleThingsListener  interface  will  be
inherited,  and  remain  to  override  according  to  practical  requirement  in
ExampleCode class. 

7
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Figure 2.5 SensibleThingsPlatform constructor

Register and resolving API 
Register process is always invoked by method:

platform.register(“example@miun.se”); 

Similarly, resolving process is always called by: 

platform.register(“example@miun.se”);

When  UCI  resolving  successfully,  SensibleThingsListener  interface:  void
resolveResponse(String  uci,  SensibleThingsNode  node) will  be  triggered
automatically.  Afterwards  code  in  block  of  resolveResponse will  start  to
execute. 

Session primitives 
Nodes can play different roles on ST platforms. Node serves as sink responsible
retrieving  data  from  different  sources.  Additionally  source  node  can  be
classified into sensor and actuator for data acquisition from real environment
and carrying out action respectively. ST platform respectively provides different
primitives – get and set,  for sensor and actuator. Figure 2.6 [12] illustrates the
session  between sink  node and  sensor  node.  Figure2.7[12] shows the  session
between sink node and actuator. 

Figure 2.6 Communication with Get primitive

Figure 2.7 Communication with Set primitive 
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On the sink end, retrieving data from sensor uses the get(UCI,NODE) primitive
and receiving under the interface of getResponse(UCI,VALUE,NODE), 
whereas, commanding actuator set(UCI,NODE) should be invoked and this 
session without any feedback.

At the end of source node, sensor getEvent(NODE,UCI) will be triggered and 
feedback the message using Notify(NODE,UCI,VALUE) under the method of 
getEvent(). Whereas, actuator receiving the command information and carried 
out directly without any feedback, additionally, the specific action can be coded
under the method of setEvent(NODE,UCI,VALUE).

On the ST website, www.sensiblethings.se, example code files of sink and 
source are available, in which the code skeleton has been constructed already, 
which to a great extend, facilitates users to develop their own customized 
nodes. 

2.4 Global sensors networks (GSN) Platform 

GSN platform project is started at 2005 at EPFL in LISR Lab by Ali Salehi,
under the supervision of Prof. Karl Aberer.  The initial goal was toprovide a
reusable  software  platform for  the  processing  of  data  streams  generated  by
wirelesssensor networks. In the following subsection, content about the feature
and working mechanism of this platform will be described. 

2.4.1 Feature of GSN

According to the specification of the book of GSN, GSN acquires data, filters it
with an intuitive, enriched SQL syntax,  runs customizable algorithms on the
results of the query, and outputs the generated data with its notification sub-
system[13]. GSN platform is a typical partially distributed platform, moreover it
resembles a database. Data retrieved from local or remote node will be stored in
it. Each device running the GSN will equip a local server for its own device.
When platform is working, browsing the initial website: http://localhost:22001,
user has the access to the current online sensors’ information (local and remote
subscribed) and monitor its real-time data.(see Figure 2.8) Moreover, website
also  provides  windows  for  locating  sensors  geographical  position  and  data
download.  Additionally,  the  concept  of  sensor  which  is  responsible  for  data
acquisition, on this platform, is named Wrapper and is wrapped into an object
named Virtual Sensor (VS). Therefore all the origin-concept of sensors now is
the  VS.  The  working  mechanism  and  implementation  of  sensor  will  be
elaborated in the following sections. 

9
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Figure 2.8 GSN platform web-server

2.4.2 Working mechanism of GSN 

In this section, the GSN platform node virtual sensor description file, internal
data flow and the node's commnication manner will be described.

2.4.2.1 Virtual sensor description file

Each virtual sensor is composed by using .xml format description file which
contains selection and the parameterization of virtual sensor processing class
and wrappers for users to choose[13]. To a large extend, virtual sensor description
file  facilitates  the  swift  development  making the  platform usage more user-
friendly. 

2.4.2.2 Working procedure with relevant code

The below Figure 2.9  [13] illustrates the logical data stream flow in node from
the data acquisition to the data processing phase. The whole process includes
the  participation  of  wrappers,  database,  source  query,  stream  query  and
processing class. The detail procedure will be described with relevant code of
description file in the following section.

10
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Figure 2.9 Data flow on platform

Each wrapper is a piece of java code undertaking the job of data acquisition[13].
GSN platform provides multiple fundamental wrappers for user’s utilization,
and also users can freely develop their wrapper for specific utilization. 

11
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In the description file, the below Figure 2.10 includes the whole process of data
flow before to the processing class. 

Figure 2.10 partial code 1 in virtual sensor's description file

Data acquired from the wrapper using the source query as shown in line 30, raw
data will be encapsulated into a element with a timestamp (remote or local) then
stored in source table in relational database. One virtual sensor allows retrieving
data from multiple sources, hence, each sensor might equip one or more source
tables in the database. After that, streaming query as shown in line 32 fetch data
element in source tables and form a stream table storing into the database. 

The data processing uses the virtual sensor processing class which is a piece of
java code that  process and stores  the data  on reception from wrapper [13](see
Figure 2.11).  Additionlly,  it  undertakes  the job of  triggering the notification
function for data push to subscribing node once data updated in database. The
parameter of output-structure defines the output elements’ name and type which
should strictly match the query data item selected in stream query. The output
format also can be seen on the website. 

Figure 2.11  partial code 2 in virtual sensor's description file

2.4.2.3 Virtual sensor remote communication 

GSN  communication  mechanism  can  be  classified  in  to  three  types.  The
selection  of  different  communication  approach  depends  on  the  choice  of
wrapper. According to the document published on GSN web page[14], there are
two options for remote ommunication selection: 

1.  Connection Oriented Data Distributer: This Data Distributer can be
accessed remotely through a HTTP calls. It  is  the cornerstone for the
implementation of the Remote-Rest Wrapper.
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2.  Connectionless  Data  Distributer:  This  Data  Distributer  can  be
accessed  remotely  through  HTTP calls.  It  is  the  cornerstone  for  the
implementation of the PUSH Remote Wrapper. 

According to the doccumentation of GSN, [13] in GSN whenever a virtual sensor
wants  to  use  another  virtual  sensor  located  on  a  different  GSN server,  the
communication  between  two  GSN  servers  is  triggered  (during  the  loading
process of the local virtual sensor).  Once GSN notices that a remote virtual
sensor is required by a local virtual sensor, GSN temporary suspends the local
virtual sensor's loading process to confirm the existence of the remote virtual
sensor. Therefore, GSN to GSN communication is initiated whenever a virtual
sensor in a node A wants to use the data stream provided by  another virtual
sensor in a node B. 

For the communication, GSN nodes need to notify users message, to implement
this funtion, the principle is that once the virtual sensor query is answered as
specied in the virtual sensor description file, a notication can be triggered by the
java  processing  class. Therefore  the  notify  will  be  triggered  as  long  as
correspoding data table is updated in databased.   
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3 Methodology 
In this thesis, the two main platforms, GSN and SensibleThings will be main
investigated and compared targets. According to the goals that I described in
introduction chapter, the main works for achieving these goals can be outlined
as: virtual sensor creation, updating rate controlling and measurement scenario
implement . 

3.1 Platform feature exploration and theoretical comparison  

For  achieving  the  goal  of  platform’s  feature  exploration,  function  feature
comparison  will  be  conducted  by  reading  related  IoT  platform  thesis  and
evaluation paper, then creating virtual sensors on each platform for practical
study.  The  documentation  on  both  GSN  and  ST  website  provides  the
instructions where the method of creating a virtual sensor has been instructed. It
makes  the  implementation  of  a  virtual  sensor  on  each  platform  feasible.
Teoretical  feature  comparison will  be  conducted  mainly with  the  respect  of
platform  node  development  and  utilization,  security  and  its  own  unique
characteristic.

3.2 Platform quantitative comparison 

In the goals of 2 to 4, deployment of platform nodes on platform is in need.
Virtual nodes are supposed to assign to distributed devices. In detail, I assign
two virtual nodes to a laptop and a limited device. The limited devices can be
any distributed mobile device such as mobile phone, Raspberry Pi, etc. And in
this project, Raspberry Pi will be chosen as an mobile device to participate in
the work. Virtual nodes running at the laptop end is called sink node responsible
for data acquisition and another one on the Raspberry Pi is named as source
node  undertaking  data  generation  and  push.  When  it  comes  to  the  remote
controlling,  Putty,  equipped with  SSH[15],  will  be used,  allowing us  conduct
remote  command-line  login  and  remote  command  execution  on  SSH-server
based Raspberry Pi. Moreover transferring virtual sensor execution file from
laptop to Raspberry Pi will be undertook by FileZilla which can be used to share
folders  and  files  over  network. To  achieve  the  goals,  then  the  issue  about
updating rate should be sorted out. In the java based SensibleThings platform,
we can use the basic java thread knowledge to control the updating rate by
invoking  sleep()  method.  In  the  GSN  platform,  updating  rate  has  been
implemented in the underlying platform code, which provides us a simple way
to control the updating rate by simply modifying sampling-rate parameter value
in virtual sensor’s .xml description file.

In addition, to make the performance of network communication and platform
node scalability measurable, the latency between sessions to will be used to
denote the performance. So how to measure the latency will be the key point to
achieve the goals. Because distributed devices don’t equipped with global time,
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measuring based on each devices timestamp is unsynchronized. So the latency
measuring  based  on  each  devices  given  timestamp  is  absolutely  infeasible.
Hence  the  latency  is  used  to  be  measured  using  the  metric  of  RTT/2,  i.e.
timestamp  acquisition  is  conducted  on  the  same  device.  Therefore,  time
synchronization problem can be readily solved.

With the methods come up with above, the realization of those goals can be
substantiated  as  viable.  After  the  next  step  of  scenario  designing,  obtaining
valuable information via comparison is hopeful. 
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4 Implementation
In  this  chapter,  the  implementation  of  feature  theoratical  comparison  and
platform quantiataive comparision wil be respectively described in section 4.1
and 4.2.  Specifically,  in  the sub-sections  of  section 4.2,  I  will  elaborate  the
detail of quantiataive comparision's different measuring scenario. 

4.1 Feature theoratical comparison

In this project,  in terms of platform feature theoratcal comparison,  since the
two  platforms  are  respectively  based  on  different  topology,  therefore  what
strengths and shortcomings that their belonging topology will bring to them is
one of my investigation aspects. Each platform has its own characteristic such
as functionalities and services, it will be the investigated target as well. What’s
more,  the  practical  applying  experience  with  respect  of  development
complexity, freedom, security will also include in this survey. Survey mainly
conducted on the basis of the documentation of each platfom and practical user
experience.  

4.2 Platform quantitative comparision

For achiving the goals of 2-4,  Figure 4.1  characterizes the outline scenarios
used for achieving goal 2-4. It includes the design of measurement approach,
session-latency test scenario, present-frequency test scenario and platform node
scalability test scenario. Source nodes works on raspberry pi undertaking the
job of data generation, and sink node which is responsible for receiving data
runs in laptop. Meassurement is based on different objective's scenario and is
reflected  by  performance  meassuring  approach.  The  detail  contents  will  be
elaborated in its own subsection respectively.   

Figure 4.1. Scenario design outline 

Goal 2-4's measurements include two devices, one laptop and one Raspberry Pi.
Laptop is based on Windows7 system with 2.4 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 –
2370M CPU and 4.00GB RAM. Raspberry Pi is based on 700MHz ARM11with
256  MB  RAM.  Measurement  is  conducted  in  the  household  network
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environment  with  the  bandwidth  of  2MHz.  Both  devices  are  sited  in  LAN,
meassurement conducted in household network environment.

4.2.1 Performance measuring approach

In order to express the performance between sources and sink node, the time
difference  should be measured.  Due to  the  fact  that  the  time on distributed
devices  are  not  synchronized,  timestamp  must  be  obtained  in  devices  with
consistent time or the same device. In this project message two-way RTT will
be utilized as one of the measuring metric. In order to keep the comparison
under the same condition, message’s type and content are specified as “double”
type timestamp. Every time when message send from a source node to the sink
node, it bears the most current timestamp referred as Tsend from its own source

system. After processed on the sink end, message will be send back again as
response without any altering. Then, the mean time when source node retrieves
the old message, it calls a new timestamp referred as Trecv . 

RTT = Treceive – Tsend

In the end, the single message’s real performance based on above formula is:

Latency= RTT / 2

4.2.2 Nodes working on ST platform

As for the ST platform, each source node eaquiped with a  UCI registers in
system after booting up. In the joining phase, new node can contact any peer in
the system for registration. For the convenience, in this project, node joining
system will contact to the stable bootstrap node in system. Additionally, in order
to compare with GSN node under same condition, i.e. in the local area network
(LAN), the bootstrap is created locally in LAN. After source node registration
success fully,  the UCI-node address map can be resolved by others through
lookup service. Sink node comes into system and resolves node address through
lookup service. As Figure 4.2 shows, sink node using the method reoslve(UCI)
to request lookup service, then source node address will be given through the
triggered  method  resoveResponse(UCI,NODE).  After  address  resolving
success, sink node is  able to contact target node in peer-to-peer manner.  As
Figure 4.2 shows, sink end invokes method get(UCI,NODE) and source end’s
method getResponse(NODE,UCI) will be triggered for response. In this trigger,
source node starts its thread periodically generating current timestamp as data
value to notify sink node. Once data received by sink end, sink node instantly
notify  the  feedback  using  the  same  value  to  source.  On  source  end,  when
getResponse(UCI,timestampsX,node) triggered,  source  node  get  another
current system-timetamp X’. Therefore, in one round, the time difference can be
calculated as a RTT.   
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Figure 4.2 . ST platform working mechanism

4.2.3 Nodes working on GSN platform

As  what  has  been  introduced  in  chapter  2.4.2,  on  GSN  platform,  node  is
developed using description file (.xml file). In the source node, a ready-made
wrapper  “  system-time”  is  utilized.  This  wrapper  undertakes  the  job  of
periodically  generating  local  system’s  timestamp.  Additionally,  wrapper
providing “sampling-rate” parameter can be customized for controlling the data
generating  interval.  Generated  data  will  be  encapsulated  with  a  timestamp
which is automatically given by platform and stored in source table in database.
The specific detail about the flow of data from wrapper to local database can
refer to the chapter 2.4.2. Data is stored in data base, then output on local web-
server and pushed to the remote subscriber. 

On the sink end, a ready-made wrapper “ remote-rest” is used for subscribing
remote database for target data stream. And remote data will be stored in sink
end local database on its arrival and when database updatde, data processing
class outputs to the local web-server and triggers notification function to send to
its subscriber. Source node adds the one more “remote-rest” for subscribing the
data from remote sink node. In the same way, sink node instantly send it to the
subscriber source when database update. On the arrival of data on source end,
platform automatically assigned the latest timestamp to data, and stored it in
table  in  database.  Therefore,  the  source's  sending  and  receiving  timestamp
difference can be calculated as the RTT.
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Figure 4.3. GSN platform working mechanism

The worry might be if  it  can be comparable to the ST node. The answer is
feasible. Because ST node triggers response instantly on data arrival, likewise,
GSN triggers data push to subscriber instantly when target data table update in
database. So the time difference on GSN is RTT. But the little difference is that,
due to the GSN platform's implement of the database, GSN node RTT includes
the time cost on data query and storing, which is inevitable. Howerver on the
other hand, this kind of difference of function implementation can also serve as
the variable in this comparing work. 

4.2.4 Session latency measurement under data updating stress. 

Session  latency measurement  under  updating  stress  is  to  test  the  platform’s
node  capability  in  face  of  high  rate  data  push  pressure.  Updating-stress  is
realized by setting different high data-pushing rate. Here, I specified it as 10,
20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000 times/sec and measure the session latency value. It
will be conducted respectively on the two platforms. Measurement value is on
the basis of 3min*3times and then comparison is be conducted based on output
result.  In  order  to  characterise  the  feature  of  latency  performance  more
objectively, scatter diagram is used for ploting the updating rate - latency chart.
And  to  make  two  paltforms'  node  performance  comparison  scientfical,
comparison is based on the average latency value at each rate, combined with
corresponding deviation. 

In terms to the implement of how to get timestamp, on ST platform, sending
and  receiving  time  stamp  is  implemented  using  Java  ready-made  method
System.currentTimeMillis(). On GSN platform, wrapper “system-time” is used
to generating the timestamp at first sending. At receiving end, timestamp will be
assigned by platform automatically when doing query.

In terms to the implement of how to control updating rate , on ST platform,
Java.lang.Thread function is  used.  Updating rate is  controlled by setting the
method,  sleep(int  interval)  in  data  generating  thread. On  GSN,  platform
provides the parameter “sampling-rate” in wrapper. Updating rate is controlled
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by setting the parameter which describes the time-interval to generate a new
timestamp.

4.2.5 Data present-frequency under data updating stress

Data  present-frequency  under  stress  is  to  test  how  many  data  present  on
receiving end per second, also called is as frequency (Hz), which to a certain
extent can reflect the capability of receiving end data processing capability.

In  terms  of  the  implementation,  the  ways  to  generating  timestamp  and
controlling updating rate have been elaborated in the section 4.4. The testing is
focus on the receiving end, sink node. Hence, I specified the updating rate as 5,
10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 1000 times/sec at source node to simulate the stress, and
measuring  the  average  data  numbers  presented  on  sink  per  second.
Measurement value is on the basis of 3min*3times and then comparison is be
conducted  based  on  output  result.  In  order  to  make  two  paltforms'  node
performance  comparison  scientfical,  comparison  is  based  on  the  average
latency value at each rate, combined with corresponding deviation.

4.2.6 Platform node scalability meassurement on limited devices

In  this  investigation,  the  intention  is  to  find  the  platforms  node  scalability
performance on limited devices. On each platform, node communication model
is the same as what has been introduced above. The updating rate in this project
is specified as 10 times/sec. Source node is put on Raspberry Pi one by one.
Sink node sites on Laptop which is responsible for receiving nodes’ data from
Pi.

Measurement metric is single node session latency when corresponding number
of node mounted on Pi. Measurement value is on the basis of 3min*3times and
then comparison is be conducted based on output result. In order to characterise
the feature of latency performance more objectively, scatter diagram is used for
ploting  the  updating  rate  -  latency chart.  And to  make two paltforms'  node
performance  comparison  scientfical,  comparison  is  based  on  the  average
latency value at each rate, combined with corresponding deviation. 
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5 Results
This  project  includes  four  investigation,  they  are  platform  feature,
communication under updating stress, receiving node data present performance
and platform node scalability on one limited device. In detail, section 5.1 and
5.2 respectively describes the result of investigation on two platforms’ feature.
Section  5.3  describes  communication  latency  performance  under  updating
stress on both two platforms. Section 5.4 talks about the receiving end present-
frequency at different updating rate. Section 5.5 elaborates the  platform node
scalability measurement result with the respect of node quantities.

5.1 Feature investigation on GSN platform

Through reading specification of GSN platform and applying applications to
this  platform,  some  strengths  and  shortages  are  found  out.  First  of  all,
platform’s  database  oriented  design  facilitates  users  to  better  control  and
regulate the acquired data from source. This could be the biggest highlight of
this platform. Since, it is a partially decentralized system, data aggregates on
the  web server,  making the  data  management  and  operation  easier.  On this
platform data form is displayed via .csv file which is available on the local web
server  (default  website  is  localhost:22001  ).  As  we  know,  usually,  the  data
acquired from sensor need be to be analyzed afterwards. Recorded data quantity
can be a large number. Therefore, platform directly importing data into .csv file,
to  a  certain  extend,  benefits  users  to  conduct  analysis  and  daramining
afterwards. According to the platform introduction, it is aim at providing a zero
programming  platform  product.  For  this  objective,  platform  has  provided
multiple  ready-made  processing  classes  and  wrappers.  Additionally,  virtual
sensor is developed through .xml file, and platform providing Document Type
Definition (DTD) quick reference card for user selecting ready-made functional
parameter.  That  makes the development easier and more efficient.  However,
wrapper  and  processing  class  also  can  be  customized  by users  themselves,
which makes the development more open and flexible as well. For the node
deployment, platform realizes the function of plug and play. Whenever platform
is executing, if user putting virtual node (.xml file) into the specified path, node
can be executed, moreover, its subscription and connection will work as well.

However,  network  packet  encryption  might  be  a  latent  problem  on  this
platform. By using the network packet capturing kit, such as wireshark, sensor’s
data packets on network will be captured and the detail sensor information is
just exposed in the data segment. In this way, data privacy is possible to be
disclosed  by  lawbreaker,  bringing  about  unexpected  loss.  Additionally,  the
inheritance of partially decentralized architecture makes this platform might be
encountered with central  point  failure.  Once local  GSN get  crashed,  all  the
virtual node on it will go paralyzed. What’s more, data flow on this platform is
single-directional,  two  wrapper  cannot  be  connected  bidirectionally,  frankly
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speaking, it can’t be a real drawback, which is up to the design of platform and
can be an character as well.

5.2 Feature investigation on ST platform 

Through reading specification of ST platform and applying applications to this
platform,  some strengths  and shortages  are  found out.  Node  applied  on  ST
platform can  be  classified  into  three  types,  bootstrap  node,  sink  node,  and
source node. Node clients join in the distributed system by contacting bootstrap
node. There is a stable bootstrap for convenience of node join in Mid Sweden
University.  And  also  user  can  set  local  bootstrap  according  to  specific
requirement. It makes joining process more flexible and faster. According to the
introduction  in  theory  chapter,  ST  platform  based  on  fully  distributed
architecture, avoiding the problem of central point value. Additionally, add-in
layers  enables  new functionality  and  algorithm to  be  added  to  fulfill  users
specific  requirement.  Compare  with  GSN,  Session  on ST platform between
nodes is bidirectional, which is convenient for user to design a better control of
session. Session initialization time is relatively short than GSN platform. The
highlight  of  this  open  source  platform is  the  designing  flexible.  Instead  of
providing powerful ready-made API, ST just provides basic method for user to
fulfill  the  basic  functionality,  which  gives  a  large  free  space  for  users  to
customize their own node. 

On one hand, it is good for user’s freely development, while on the other hand,
it increases the development complexity and time cost as well.  Additionally,
during the life cycle of sink node, every source node generally is resolved only
one time. If node gets crashed and reboots, then during the current sink node
life  cycle,  this  source  node  is  no  longer  reachable.  During  the  following
experiment,  I detect that,  if using the  platform.resolve(…) list for resolving,
with the increase of node’s quantity, sometimes, not all requested nodes can be
resolved successfully at one time. In this way, unsuccessfully resolved node will
be no longer reachable. And due to on the basis of fully distributed structure,
each node need to run whole platform, which more or less has increase the
weight on the node. The average lightweight performance on ST is somewhat
inferior to partially decentralized GSN. 

5.3 Communication latency performance under updating 
stress 

Communication  latency performance  under  updating  stress  is  conducted  on
platform of  GSN and ST respectively.  In  the  test,  the  device  condition  and
testing scenario has  been described in  the chapter  4.  The feature of latency
performance  under  updating  stress  will  be  described  in  the  following
subsection. 
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5.3.1 Node on GSN platform 

Analyzing from performance output at the updating rate of 10, 20, 50, 100, 200,
500, 1000 times/sec, instead of using calculated data to plot, scatter diagram is
believed to  make statistics  more  objective.  Here,  I  take  updating  rate  =  50
times/s as an example, as the Figure 5.1 shows, the x-axis denotes the number
of messages, and the y-axis denotes the one-way latency (ms). In this figure,
with  time  passing,  the  communication  messages  increases,  according  to  the
scatter diagram, latency behaved in a predictable way – periodically descending
from about 6500ms to about 4500ms. This regular vibrate is possible out of the
reason that platform implements data packets sent in batch at one time to reduce
the working load and counteracts  high updating stress.  Therefore some data
waiting in pending queue longer has relative longer latency while some data
arrived  in  queue  later  will  have  short  response  delay.  Moreover,  the
performance at different tested rate (over 10 times/sec) behave as similar as
figure 5.1 shows.  

     Figure 5.1 Message number – Latency chart at rate of 50 times/sec 

For  the  overall  feature,  Figure  5.2 plots  the  one-way  latency  condition  at
different updating rate. In this Figure, x-axis denotes the different updating rate
that has been tested and y-axis denotes the one-way communication latency.
The trend represents  average latency of  session between two node.  Latency
basically increases and then reach a relative steady stage with the updating rate
rising, which resembles model O(lnX). Additionally, according the Figure 5.2,
the  limit  worst  latency  might  reach  about  12000ms  when  updating  rate
exceeding  100  times/sec.  Additionally,  according  to  the  above  observation,
when updating rate goes up, data seems to send in batch at one time to reduce
the working load to counteract high updating stress. That might be the possible
reason why it can scale up to such great updating stress.    
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Figure 5.2 GSN one-way communication latency trend 

5.3.2 Node on ST platform

Testing performance output at different updating rate on node of ST, Figure 5.3
characters the communication performance at the rate of 10 times/sec, it shows
the session latency values fluctuate around the value of 7.5 ms. But there is a
low probability that hight latency value somestimes reach about 70 ms. Similar
characteristic of latency behavior also occurs when testing at  the rate  of 20
times/sec.       

While  in  the  Figure  5.4,  at  the  session  beginning  phase,  with  the  message
quantities increase, the latency increases sharply and reachs to a relative high
peak point at about 650ms, then it starts to descend and reach a relative steady
stage.  Then following behaviour presents similar as what described at the rate
of 10 times/sec. These kinds of phenomenon occurs when the testing rate is at
50 and 100 times/sec.       

Howerver when the updating rate is over 100 times/sec. Like figure 5.5 shows,
which  is  the  chart  plotting  the  performance  at  the  updating  rate  of  200
times/sec. With the message increase, the latency increases without a limit. Due
to  18000 message  has  been transferred,  the  observing time is  long enough.
Convergence still cannot be detect. Therefore, ST node when updating rate over
100 times/sec, might over its capability and cannot perform well.         
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 Figure 5.3 Message number – Latency chart at rate of 10 times/sec 

Figure 5.4 Message number – Latency chart at rate of 50 times/sec         

 Figure 5.5 Message number – Latency chart at rate of 200 times/sec 

Figure  5.6  shows  the  one-way latency  at  different  rate.  On  account  of  the
phenomenon of initial burst, in order to reflect the more general and ordinary
latency  performance,  during  the  statistics  processing  phase,  I  exclude  the
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special phenomenon occurring at rate of 50 and 100, for objectively reflecting
long-term  platform  node's  behavior.  Additionally,  since  the  testing  result,
updating  rate  over  100  times/sec,  latency  increasing  without  convergence.
Therefore, performance with updating rate over 100 times is not measurable,
moreover, rates over 100 times can be regarded as infeasible in the following
experiment condition as well. Hence, Figure 5.4 gives the testing result at speed
of 10,20,50,100 times/sec. The x-axis denotes the rate, the y-axis denotes the
one-way latency. With the updating rate increase, the average latency marked in
the figure increases slightly.  While  at  each rate,  there are  some dots  out of
cluster, representing the relative high latency during the steady stage.  

Figure 5.6 ST one-way communication latency trend

5.3.3 Performance comparision

The following tables 5.1 and 5.2, respectively shows the comparison with the
respect of node's average session latency and standard deviation. The compared
range is between source updating rate of 10 and 100 times/sec, which is in the
ST node 's capability range.

Table 5.1 Node average session latency under updating rate of 100 times/sec     

rate (times/sec) ST node latency (ms) GSN node Avg latency (ms)
10 16.34 3230.16
20 16.03 5712.07
50 14 6523.01
100 21.6 7654.24

Table 5.2 Standard deviation under updating rate of 100 times/sec

rate (times/sec) ST node latency stdev GSN node latency stdev
10 12.09 1965.28
20 19.2 596.9
50 9.3 462.55
100 19.72 1095.28
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Focusing on this two tables, it is apparent to show that, in this range of updating
rate, both average latency value and standard deviation value, nodes working on
ST platform is much smaller than GSN platform, indicating that ST node has
lower session latency with narrow fluctuation.      

5.4 Receiving Node data present-frequency capability 

Node receiving end serving as a monitor, the data present-frequency on this end
is always expected to be preferable. Hence, in this section, sink node’s present-
frequency  at  different  updating  rate  will  be  tested  on  both  GSN  and  ST
platform.

The  Figure  5.7  shows  the  different  data  updating  rate  and  corresponding
present-frequency. The x-axis denotes the updating rate ranging from 5 to 1000
times/sec,  y-axis  denotes  the  average  frequency of  information  present  (Hz)
which is meant by how many information presented per second on sink end.
Additionally each data in the Figure is based on average of 5 min * 3 times
testing.  Figure 5.8 shows the corresponding standard deviation.  

Figure 5.7 Sink end's data average presenti-frequency under stress

Figure 5.8 Sink end's data presenti-frequency standard deviation

As the Figure 5.7 shows, the blue trend-line represents the performance on ST
platform while  the red one is  for GSN. Focusing on the ST line,  since last
investigation showing ST node's capability under stress is less or equal than 100
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times/sec,  so  in  this  part,  the  tested  rate  is  not  over  100  times/sec.  When
updating rate less than 100 times/sec, present-frequency goes up along with the
increase of rate. The tested maximum present-frequency is 75.7 Hz standing at
the point when updating rate is 100 times/sec. On the GSN platform, present-
frequency linearly increases slightly. All the frequencies are less than 10 Hz.
The measured maximum is 6.33 when updating rate is 1000 times/sec. Even if
according to Figure 5.8, the deviation of ST nodes is a bit higher, but from the
overall comparision, ST receiving end has stronger capability of dara present on
stress.  

5.5 Platform node's quantity scalability on one limited device

To measure scalability of whole GSN and ST platform is a big job. In this thesis
performances is only focus on GSN and ST platform node's capability on one
limited  devices.  The  scenario  and  devices  condition  has  been  described  in
chapter 4. In the following two subsections, the testing result will be presented
and described. All the data is measured based on 3min * 3 times experiment
with updating rate of 10 times/sec. 

5.5.1 GSN platform 

On the GSN platform, testing result  has been shown in the Figure 5.9. The
scatter  plot  presents  the  single  source  node  latency  one-way  latency  when
source nodes’ quantities on platform are mounted. In this plot, x-axis denotes
the number of source nodes ranging from 1 to 50. And the y-axis denotes the
corresponding single node one-way latency (ms).  There is trend-lines on the
plot, characterizing the average latency trend.

Figure 5.9 GSN node scalability performance on one limited device

Observing the plot,  most  of  the latency values  gather  at  around 10 – 30ms
except  for  the situation  where  nodes’ number is  only 1.  Averagely,  on gray
trend-line,  when  nodes  mounted,  the  single  node  latency  will  experience  a
descending process then reach convergence. The measured convergence value
in this experiment is around 20ms. In term of the worst situation, with nodes
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mounted, less and less high latency instances occur in the output, and more data
gather in a certain cluster – the latency deviation become smaller as well. 

5.5.2 ST platform 

On the  ST platform,  testing  result  has  been shown in  the  Figure  5.10.  The
scatter plot presents the single source node one-way latency when source nodes’
quantity on platform are mounted. In this plot, x-axis denotes the number of
source nodes. And the y-axis denotes the corresponding single node one-way
latency (ms). The gray trend-lines on the plot characterizes the average latency
trend.

Observing the plot,  most of the latency values gather at around relative low
latency.  Averagely,  when  nodes  mounted,  the  single  node  latency  increase
slightly. In term of the worst situation, with nodes mounted, more and more
high latency instances occur in the output, and the latency deviation become
greater.  When  more  source  node  mounted  on  limited  devices,  the  latency
increase, without limit. Moreover the following phenomenon also detected:

• If sink using a list  of  platform.resolve()  for resolving, with nodes mounted,
sometimes, not all nodes can be resolved successfully. Sink during its current
life-cycle no longer has access to the unreached sources. 

• With the increase of nodes on limited device, the system reacts increasingly
slowly. Total 20 source nodes run in the limited devices at the same time, node
session latency increase without detecting limit. So if nodes quantity is over
15, the performance might be not preferable.

Figure 5.10 ST platform node scalability performance on one limited device

5.5.3 Platform node's quantity scalability comparison

Table 5.3 shows the average single node's average session latency value when
different number of nodes are mounted in limited devices. Table 5.4 gives the
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corresponding standard  deviation  value,  which  is  in  the  range of  ST nodes'
capability.

Table 5.3 Platform single node average session latency

Nodes number
GSN single node avg latency

(ms)
ST single node avg latency

(ms)
1 3225.8 9.4
2 3835.9 14.6
6 1111.8 21.5
10 315.8 72.3
15 211.74 202.6

Table 5.4 Platform single node session latency standard deviation    

Nodes number GSN node latency deviation ST node latency deviation
1 1967.9 6.8
2 1704.1 10.6
6 1843.1 55.7
10 997.8 245.2
15 769.8 397.3

Comparing with GSN and ST platform's node performance, we can see that ,
when the scale is not over 15, both the value of single node average latency and
standard deviation,  nodes working on ST platform is  less than the value on
GSN, which  inidicates  if  node's  quantity  less  than  15 on one  Raspberry Pi
device, IoT nodes using ST platform might be preferable.  
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6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, different aspects of comparison between the two platforms will
be made based on the investigation result in chapter 5. Subsequent section 6.1
draws the conclusion with the respect of platform basic features, section 6.2
concludes two platform’s communication latency performance under updating
stress, 6.3 describe the comparison about receiving end real-time data present-
frequency  under  updating  stress,  section  6.4  compares  the  platform  node
scalability of two platforms with aspect of nodes quantity. 

6.1 Platform feature comparison 

Focusing on the goal 1, comparing two platforms basic feature, the following
conclusion can be drawn: 

• In  terms  of  node  management,  partially  decentralized  GSN equipped  with
administrative  server,  facilitating  users  to  managing  and  monitor  deployed
sources, which surpasses ST. 

• In  terms  of  data  management,  the  database-oriented  GSN  aggregates
monitored  data  on  server’s  database  in  files  of  .CSV,  facilitating  users  to
conduct data management and investigation, which is superior to ST. 

• In terms of node’s development simplification, GSN uses .xml file to compose
nodes, additionally, provides multiple ready-made wrappers, processing class
and functional parameter for user swiftly development. 

• In terms of node’s deployment on limited device, partially decentralized GSN
with more lightweight nodes is easier and more scalable to deploy than ST
which loads more responsibility on single node.

• In terms of network package encryption, GSN performs inferiorly than ST. 

• In  terms  of  platform reliability,  GSN  might  encountered  with  partial  area
paralyzing  caused  by  GSN  crash,  while  ST  is  based  on  fully  distributed
topology, the central point failure can be avoided.  

• In terms of communication, GSN is single-direction, ST is bidirectional.

• In terms of communication initializing latency. ST using local bootstrap will
surpass GSN under the same condition.

• In terms of the degree of developing freedom, ST platform proving basic API,
and more function and algorithm can be extended by users in both application
and add-in layers, which is more extendable than GSN. 
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• In terms of sink node’s subscription, GSN sink node’s can monitor wanted
sources whenever source nodes join,  but  ST sink nodes generally can only
resolve ready-registered sources for only one time. 

• In  terms  of  connection  retry mechanism, on  ST  platform,  using  the
platform.resolve() list  for  resolving,  with  the  increase  of  node’s  quantity,
sometimes, not all requested nodes can be resolved successfully at one time.
Missing sources are no longer reachable this round. 

The summary of comparison has been aggregated into following table. 

Table 6.1  Comparison summary 

Comparison item Superior one

node management  GSN 

data management  GSN 

node’s development simplification GSN

node’s deployment on limited device  GSN 

network package encryption ST

reliability ST

communication
GSN one-way
ST two-way

communication initializing latency ST 

degree of developing freedom ST

sink node’s subscription performance GSN

In terms of connection retry mechanism GSN

6.2 Communication latency performance under updating 
stress 

In terms of goal 2, according to the result in section 5.3, the following finding
can has been concluded: 

• Nodes on GSN platform, the updating updating stress can scale up to 1000
times/sec. Nodes on ST platform nodes, updating stress can only scale up to
100 times/sec. 

Therefore, nodes on GSN platform have better data push pressure resistence. 

• In usage context, if updating rate <= 100 times/sec, nodes seesion latency on
ST platform is much lower than that on GSN. For this context, ST platform is
prior recommended.

GSN platform scales better than ST platform when it comes to huge updating
stress. That might because at huge data push pressure it send batch of data to
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reduce workload,  counteracting the stress.  While  ST generally performances
better with lower session latency when only focusing on  its capability updating
rate  range.  GSN performs  longer  latency,  to  a  certain  extend,  due  to  the
implementation of database. Data query and storing consumes its more time.
Additionally, transferring packets in batch, some message long waiting time in
pending queue might be also a factor increasing the average time.  

6.3 Receiving node data present-frequency capability 

In terms of goal 3, according to the result in section 5.4, the maximal present-
frequency on ST platform can reach nearly 75.7 HZ on laptop,  however  on
GSN, the maximum frequency is lower than 10Hz. Additionally, note that the
all these frequency values are average values based on the 5min*3 times. By
comparing the two platform, the conclusion that 

• ST platform performs better when it comes to the data present-frequency on
receiving end. 

6.4 Platform node's quantity scalability on one limited device

In terms of goal 4, according to the result in section 5.5, following conclusions
has been drawn:  

• On the GSN platform, the single node latency descends along with the increase
of  source  nodes  number  on  limited  device.  Then  it  will  finally  reach  a
relatively steady state.

• On ST platform, with the source number increase, the single node latency goes
up slightly.

Referred  from the  book of  GSN platform[13],  the  internal  implementation  of
functionality  of  wrapper  sharing  and  data  sharing  enables  that  same  task
wrappers are shared in one, and data stream also can be shared by all virtual
nodes in the same GSN. Since the data sharing, multiple virtual sensors share
the data stream generated from one same job wrapper. Then virtual sensors send
it to the remote sink node. When retrieving the data from the sink end, both of
them also shares the remote wrapper and the retrieved data. In another word, on
source end, due to the sharing mechanism among these existing virtual source
nodes with the same task, the actual working processes are only one system-
time wrapper and one remote wrapper. The rest of virtual virtual nodes share
these timestamps without separately generating timestamp. Actually,  only 10
messages are generated at one second and data will be used by all these virtual
sensors. While since ST node generating data separately, one second generates
totally  10*node’s  number  of  data.  Therefore  the  less  workload  makes  GSN
nodes present such scalable performance on one device and since sharing with
less  SQL  queries  and  data  processing,  the  single  virtual  node’s  latency
descends. However if using the different wrappers, avoiding resource sharing
phenomenon, the performance is believed not as good as this condition. So it
cannot simply say the GSN node scalability on limited device is really better
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than ST node. But can be concluded as: when GSN platform nodes have more
possibility of having similar job, the plaform nodes are possible more scalable
on one limited device . 

But on the other hand, from the view of the practical usage context, this sharing
mechanism on GSN do contribute to resource saving. For instance, if a sensor
responsible  for  monitoring  temperature  and  light  in  environment,  and  it
generates data table containing both the items of temperature and light. And at
the same time, users for data of temperature and users for data of light can share
the same data source without doing duplicated work.      

However, even if the sharing machanism makes nodes on GSN release some
workloads, single node session latency value is still higher than ST when node's
number less than 15.

• In usage context, if one limited device requires nodes less than 15, ST platform
is recommended. Nodes on ST platform can have less seesion latency.  

Nodes on ST platform are not able to be added more nodes on one limited device. The
possible reason might be the fact that platform based on fully distributed structure,
more responsibilities are distributed to the nodes,  which more or less increases the
weight of single node.    

6.5 Ethical consideration 

Internet of things, it works just as this word describes, which enables physical
things interconnected with each other. Using the IoT application, information
can  be  exchanged  between  physical  stuffs  for  the  purposes  of  monitoring,
actuating, tracking etc. For instance, vehicle manufactures can develop the IoT
application  for  monitoring  their  factory  products  in  daily  drive.  The  data
collected  from  vehicles  will  be  doomed  to  contribute  the  products  future
improvement.  Moreover,  the  emergence  of  the  IoT  platforms  providing
horizontal  platform  allows  different  sectors  develop  IoT applications  under
specified  standard  and  protocols,  facilitating  different  field’s  user  interwork
together.

However,  with the widespread of  IoT,  some issues  such as  data  encryption,
security  and  privacy  should  be  paid  more  attention.  IoT  enables  users  to
monitor or operate remote sensors or actuators. While information exchanging
between  IoT  products  might  face  the  risk  of  private  information  leak  or
stealthily monitored by others. For instance, if an IoT device’s data transferring
over network without encryption, it is possible to be captured by outlaws, the
private  information  could  be exposed to  outside.  If  an  IoT product  without
authentication service, it could be monitored by anyone, in that way, there is no
privacy at all. Therefore, as a merit of IoT platform, it should try its best to
reduce such risks for users. Perfect security and privacy service is current IoT’s
society required.
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6.6 Future work

When it comes to the overall comparison between the two platforms, this thesis
just  completes  partial  works.  There still  are  many aspects  remaining for the
future  work.  In  the  investigation,  the  phenomenon  of  data  packets  loss  is
observed on both platforms under updating stress. This loss might caused by
sending or receiving buffer overflow or network packet loss. The real reason
remains to be investigated. 

Comparison can also be extended on whole platform scalability.  Due to the
limit, in this thesis, the comparison focuses on node scalability on one limited
device.  It  is  a  narrow scope.  Hence  more  large  scope of  scalability can  be
considered  to  measure,  such  as  geographical  scalability,  nodes  number
scalability on multiple devices. I really hope the further work can be conducted
for a more full-scale comparison. 
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